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unprecedented estimates and with demands for immediate
payment, while their petitions received scant consideration.
In Baghdad, the division extended to the Council where
heated discussions occurred, as at its meetings of June i2th and
22nd. Ja'far abu Timman, Minister of Commerce, led the
attack on the Treaty, declaring that all the Holy Saiyids and
the pillars of Islam were opposed to it. His resignation, on
June 26th, was taken as evidence of his sacrificial patriotism,1
but in British official circles it was maintained that, realizing
his post was about to be abolished, he resigned in order to win
popularity among the Nationalists. *
Although the Council of Ministers resolved, on June 25th, to
ratify the Treaty with a proviso which the High Commissioner
had repeatedly urged them to drop, that the Treaty must be
approved by the Constituent Assembly,3 it was clear even before
the critical days of August, that political antagonisms had received
sharp definition. It was apparent that they were likely to increase
in bitterness with the prospect of settlement by force only. Both
sides had burned their bridges behind them. Thec Ulamd, opposed
to the Mandate, had spent heavily on propaganda and were in
debt for their taxes. If they were unsuccessful in removing British
control, they would be financially ruined. The moral forces on
the side of the Government were stronger than in 1920 but the
actual forces for repressing disorders were far smaller than two
years before. Moreover, the forces included the 'Iraq army, which
under the circumstances was an extremely doubtful element.
An early publication of the Treaty, together with a clear
statement of the alternatives between which Iraqis would be
forced to choose, would have cleared the air.4 In the absence
1	Al-Istiglal, June 27th, 1922; Al-Tauhtd, July 2nd, 1922.
2	Report on 'Iraq Administration, Apnl, 1922—March, 1923, Colonial No. 4
(1924), p. 14.
8 Ja'far aba Timrnan signed the resolution, dissenting, however, with most of
the articles.
4 Mr. Churchill's threat in the House of Commons, July nth (ParL Debates,
Vol. clvi (1922), P- 1121), 'to wash our hands of the whole business', only
aggravated pixblic feeling in 'Iraq. Al-Mufidt July 33rd, 1923.
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